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~oamiH J tlte (/!ip) (jreeu 
By C. T. MITCHELL 
As older alumni will recall, the song goes something like 
this. "It's a long, long while from May to December, but the 
days grow short when you reach September ... " 
For some of us here at Marshall in May, it does indeed seem 
a long, long time until December-and September, for that 
matter. We're looking forward to the arrival of both. 
September heralds the beginning of football season; basket-
ball action will be under way in December. We're looking 
forward to exciting, rewarding seasons in both sports. 
Unfortunately, Marshall athletic fans learned long ago of 
the dangers of expecting too much. Still, it's difficult to 
restrain the optimism on campus in regard to the entire 
athletic program, particularly the major sports of football 
and basketball. 
Why optimism? Why now? 
The answer lies in the word "program." Across the board, 
Marshall has been involved for the last few years in building 
a strong program in athletics. 
Those of us who have watched closely are enthusiastic. 
Tremendous strides have been made and are being made in 
providing top-notch facilities. We're now competing in an 
excellent conference. The Big Green Club (now the Big Green 
Scholarship Foundation) has done a good job in raising 
money-and has plans to do an even better job. The word 
"class" is being used more and more in discussions about the 
coaching staffs in all sports, along with support personnel 
in the Athletic Department. 
Football Coach Frank Ellwood has completed his third 
straight year of outstanding recruiting. New Basketball Coach 
Stu Aberdeen has come into the picture with agressiveness, 
vigor and personality which have impressed the most skeptical 
of us. Teams competing in the non-revenue sports are having 
fine seasons, even as this is being written. 
All of these things are significant in their own right. But 
more significantly, they are part of an athletic program-a 
program built by Athletic Director Joe McMullen and his staff 
with the enthusiastic support of President Robert B. Hayes 
and others. 
Hayes isn't without his critics. There have been some who 
have referred to him as a "jock" president. Ironically, there 
are others who have said he should spend less time and effort 
"Stu" Aberdeen, Marshall Uni-
versity's new head basketball coach, 
displays artist's conception of the 
planned Multi-Purpose Physical 
Education Facility. 
on del'elopment of the Medical School and more on athletics. 
There have been similar comments in regard to the Com-
munity College. 
The truth is, a tremendous effort is going into the athletic 
program. But the same holds true for the Medical School, the 
Community College, the Multi-Purpose Physical Education 
Building, the development of physical facilities throughout the 
campus, the building of stronger academic programs. 
It's all part of a very simple philosophy on which Marshall's 
·'Decade of Progress" is being built: "If we're going to do it, 
let's do it right." In other words, if we're going to teach 
journalism, let's employ the best available people to conduct 
the courses and let's provide them with the tools they need to 
do the job. If we're going to have a marching band, let's make 
it a good one. If we're going to play football, let's be 
competitive. 
The theme of this magazine is "in pursuit of excellence" 
in athletics. At the same time, we are pursuing excellence 
in every activity in which Marshall is involved. Needless to 
say, there's much to be done in many areas. And we intend 
to do it. 
As far as excellence in athletics is concerned, we believe 
we've turned the comer. At the same time, we know a great 
deal remains to be done. We need your help. 
Elsewhere in this edition of the magazine you'll find a 
couple of "sales pitches" in the form of full-page ads and clip-
out coupons. We're trying to sell you football tickets and 
we're seeking support for the Big Green Scholarship 
Foundation. 
When we can consistently fill Fairfield Stadium and 
Memorial Field House-and, after 1980, the new arena-
Marshall will be in a position to build a much stronger athletic 
program. When the local newspapers start producing columns 
and editorials proclaiming the need for an addition to Fair-
field Stadium, you'll know Marshall athletics is on a strong 
financial footing. 
You can help by ordering your football tickets, and later 
your basketball tickets-and attending the games. You'll 
get your money's worth. 
And you can help greatly by becoming a regular contri-
butor to the Big Green Scholarship Foundation. Those dollars 
can mean the difference between mediocrity and excellence. 
And excellence is what it's all about. 
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Aberdeen, 81/wDDd: 
Higlt eati/Jer eDacltes 
By ERNIE SALVATORE '48 
Columnist, The Herald-Dispatch 
To say Frank Ellwood and Stu Aberdeen are physical 
opposites is to employ the obvious. But, as with a tiger and a 
billy goat, they do have their hidden similarities. 
Let's take the obvious first, then, by way of introducing 
them. 
Frank D. Ellwood is average sized, darkly handsome, and 
articulate, a genuine throwback to the All-American Boys of 
song and story in less cynical times. He's the strong, silent, 
almost shy type who can bare his teeth and growl when 
necessary. 
Stuart W. Aberdeen, on the other hand, is supposed to be 
5-5 going on 5-3, depending on his heels. He's bald, wears 
glasses and talks emotionally, a real Hell's fire preacher man 
pricking consciences on hangover Sundays. But, he knows how 
to strum soft, sentimental ballads on heart strings, too. 
Size and style had little, if anything, to do with their 
coming to Marshall, however. It's what was found deep inside 
each that, eventually, joined their destinies as the newest head 
coaches of Thundering Herd football and basketball, the 
showcase sports that ignite the human spirit and keep fast the 
old school ties. , ' 
It was these inner discoveries, the intangibles so often 
missed by casual screening committees, which caught the eyes 
of Marshall's searchers. Not only were they similar, but they 
orchestrated perfectly with Marshall's avowed pursuit of 
excellence. 
Frank Ellwood and Stu Aberdeen, Marshall found to be 
pursuers of excellence, also. Well, isn't everybody to a certain 
degree? Of course, on paper at least. 
However, what set Ellwood and Aberdeen apart from the 
run-of-the-mill candidates and firmly in league with the 
extraordinary was the environment and unusual length of their 
respective apprenticeships. 
Neither took the short, quick route to their first head 
coaching jobs at the major college level. Both were well into 
their middle years when the long-awaited call finally came to 
resurrect old, nearly-forgotten dreams. 
Consequently, they were ripe and ready, bringing to 
Marshall maturity, patience, and a sense of perspective that 
only past frustrations can develop. They didn't come as 
rookies, wide-eyed and naive, unaware tomorrows hold no 
guarantees, but as tested, trusted, experienced veterans. 
Frank Ellwood and Stu Aberdeen had both waited a long, 
long time to have the buck stop at their desks, to have the veto 
power placed in their hands. They were precisely what 
Marshall wanted as coaches and as men-family men, from 
working backgrounds unafraid of scaling mountaintops. 
Frank Ellwood arrived on campus to become Marshall's 
20th head football coach on December 30, 1974, more than 
17 years after his graduation from Ohio State as a Woody 
Hayes quarterback, 16 as an assistant on three major staffs. 
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Included were two tours with his old coach at Ohio State, 
one at Air Force academy under Ben Martin, and another at 
Ohio University under Bill Hess-a Woody Hayes disciple-that 
lasted ten years. 
When Frank Ellwood said "Yes" to Marshall he was 39 
years old, long married to Pat Angle, his hometown sweetheart 
from Dover, Ohio, and the father of three children. 
Stu Aberdeen's journey to Marshall took even longer, a few 
months beyond 1 9 years. The first eight were as a head coach 
at a small school--Acadia University in Wolfville, Nova Scotia, 
of all places-the last 11 as associate head basketball coach 
alongside Ray Mears at the University of Tennessee. 
Stu Aberdeen had already celebrated 41 birthdays when 
introduced as Marshall's basketball successor to Bob Daniels 
this year. The date: March 17, St. Patrick's Day when green 
takes on an added significance, a point Stu Aberdeen didn't 
overlook. 
He'd flown into Huntington that morning on the double 
wings of a small airplane and a reputation as one of the best 
college recruiters in the country. He arrived, also, with other 
proven reputations-as a coach with a flair for the spectacular, 
and an insatiable appetite for work. 
Stu Aberdeen has been an instant "hit," a star of the talk 
circuit, wowing luncheon club audiences and banqueteers. 
Within two weeks after his arrival he was drawing crowds to 
his side at various state high school tournaments. Alumni were 
coming away impressed. 
But, Stu Aberdeen will remain an unknown quantity until 
his first season here is finished, one that will also be the 
Thundering Herd's first as a challenger in the Southern 
Conference. For the present, his tremendous reputation is 
providing much food for thought. Quite appetizing food for 
thought. 
It grew, primarily, from his work with Mears at Tennessee. 
There, in the national spotlight, it caught the eyes of the 
collegiate coaching fraternity . As Ray Mears' associate Stu 
Aberdeen was more co-head coach rather than subordinate. He 
had certain well-defined areas of complete responsibility and 
control. 
These included recruiting, defense, and shooting. He was 
also required to be with the Volunteers for every practice 
session and game. In addition, he represented the Vols at an 
average of seven coaching clinics a year, lectured at between 
25 and 30 summer camps a year, and fulfilled about the same 
number of banquet and luncheon speaking engagements. 
The whole design of being Mears' associate, in fact, was to 
share the burdens with the head coach, to relieve the head 
coach of as many of these as possible. Little wonder Ray 
Mears said, when Stu Aberdeen accepted the Marshall job, that 
"a very important part of me is leaving for Huntington, W. 
Va." 
As Tennessee's head recruiter Stu Aberdeen personally 
signed some of the school's bluest blue chippers. Among 
these: 
( 
HEAD FOOTBALL COACH FRANK 
ELLWOOD DIAGRAMS PLAY 
-Wayne Tomlinson, 6-9, of El Paso, Texas, a two year 
starter and winner of Tennessee's Thoroughbred Award for 
three straight years. 
-Larry Robinson, 6-S, Appomattox, Va., captain, two year 
starter, All-Southeastern Conference, and later a member of 
the NFL Dallas Cowboys. 
-Bobby Croft, 6-10, Hamilton, Ont., captain, three year 
starter, All-American, No. 2 draft choice in the American 
Basketball Association. 
-Rudy Kinard, 6-S, Atlanta, Ga., two year starter. 
-Austin Clark, 6-5, Kingston, Tenn., two year starter. 
-Steve Hirschorn, 5-10, Springfield, N.J., a starter, Little 
Man's All-American, Jewish All-American. 
-Lloyd Richardson, 6-7, Rogersville, Tenn., captain, two 
year starter. 
-Ernie Grunfeld, 6-S, Forest Hills, N.Y., All-SEC four 
years, best freshman in SEC (1974), Top Five .Freshmen in 
America (197 S), Honorable Mention All-Amencan (197 S), 
All-American (1976 and '77). 
-Bernard King, 6-6, Brooklyn, N.Y., leading scorer in the 
SEC All-SEC as a freshman, Best Freshman in America, 
Seco'nd Team All-American (1975), All-American (1976-77). 
To land Grunfeld, Stu Aberdeen spent SO days during one 
two-month period in New York City. The Aberdeens were 
moving into a new house in Knoxville at the time, and since 
the old house had been sold before the new one was ready he 
had to move his family into an apartment temporarily. 
Stu's wife, Lynn, though a native of neighboring New 
Jersey, has never regarded New York City as "Fun City" after 
that ordeal. 
"I remember the night we finally moved into the new 
house," she said. "Stu flew in from New York aro:und 7 p.m. 
We worked all night packing thin~ for the movmg people, 
then he left for New York again the following morning on an 8 
o'clock flight." 
"I didn't get a wink of sleep, either," Stu said. "The 
following year ('74) when it came time to go after Bernard 
King, I was expecting another two-month stand. . 
"I had two big suitcases of clothes packed," he continued, 
"and when I left Lynn said, 'See you next year.' " 
It didn't take quite that long. Stu was back home in three 
days with Bernard's signature and a lot of clean clothes in his 
luggage. 
"Like Ernie, I'd first seen Bernard in a playground league 
game in the summer," Stu Aberdeen recalled recently. "We 
didn't bug him during his senior season, but he knt.w that we 
were interested in him. After the season, we had him down to 
Knoxville for his visit and he seemed to like it real well." 
Bernard especially liked hearing a proclamation declaring it 
"Bernard King Day in Knoxville" and receiving a key to the 
city. 
"Yes, that was important," Bernard said later. "A real 
honor. I didn't find out until I'd signed that Tennessee treats 
all of its prospects the same way." 
He chuckled thinking about it again. Stu Aberdeen just 
shrugged. 
"I went to New York a few days after his visit," he said. "I 
like to do this whenever I can. I want the young man to know 
I'm really interested in him while the memories of his visit to 
the s~hool are still fresh. I talked to his high school coach, Ken 
Keen after I'd got in town and he told me not to try to sign Bern~rd on this trip, that he had some other schools to visit 
and just wasn't ready. I promised Ken I wouldn't try any 
pressure at all. 
"Well, I was just getting ready to leave, and I made my little 
talk about our being completely sold on him, and how much 
we wanted him at Tennessee, and when all of a sudden 
Bernard said, 'I'm ready to sign right now.' 
"It floored me," Stu Aberdeen said. "Bernard called Coach 
Kern on the phone and told him about his decision, and then I 
had to get on the phone and assure the coach I hadn't broken 
my word." 
Talented as Bernard King was on a basketball court, two 
off-court virtues clinched Stu Aberdeen's decision to recruit 
him. 
"His devotion to his mother was one thing that convinced 
me he was an unusual young man," Stu Aberdeen said. "His 
ambition to succeed in life, and use that success to help his 
family was the other." 
Grunfeld his earlin prize catch, was much tougher for Stu 
Aberdeen. He'd first seen him play in a playground city league 
game between Ernie's junior and senior seasons at Forest Hills 
High School. 
"He impressed me right from the start," Stu said. "So, I 
followed him through high school and through 20 of the 25 or 
26 all star games he played afterwards. 
"Ernie was tough ·to recruit. He liked Tennessee. His 
parents liked Tennessee. But, it sounded awfully far away 
from Forest Hills. Besides, the competition for him was stiff. 
It finally came down to Syracuse, Michigan and Tennessee, 
though Al McGuire and Lefty Dreisell hadn't given up." 
Aberdeen "just hung in there for two months" until some 
of the others "hung it up," as he put it. He remembers one 
coach who stayed at the same Manhattan hotel that he did. 
"One day I met him in the lobby," Stu said. "He had his 
bags packed. he said to me, 'Okay, you crazy SOB. You stay. 
I'm leaving.' That made one less school to worry about." 
Poetically, this super recruiter of super stars himself was 
actively recruited by Marshall, a supreme compliment for each. 
Dr. Olen Jones, executive vice president, and Joe McMullen, 
(Continued on next page) 
s 
(Continued from previous page) 
the athletic director, formed a two-man search team that 
followed leads all over the country. 
But, wherever they went, whoever McMullen talked to in a 
series of personal and telephone conferences to all points of 
the country, Stu Aberdeen's name kept popping up on the lists 
most recommended. 
"The basic approach is to phone the athletic directors at 
schools who'd hired basketball coaches within the past two or 
three years," McMullen said. "Then, you ask who thei!,other 
choices were, and how high they were on their lists. 
"Next, you ask who they would recommend for a head job 
from among the top assistants at major schools around the 
country. Funny, but Stu Aberdeen's name kept appearing on 
BOTH. Then, one athletic director at truly a super school said, 
'If Stu Aberdeen was 5-inches taller he'd have been a head 
coach a long time ago! Isn't that something?' " 
That was how Joe McMullen learned Stu Aberdeen was a 
Little Giant. 
Stu Aberdeen was born and raised in an Italian section of 
Niagara Falls, N. Y. He graduated from Deveaux High School 
there in 1953 and matriculated to Tusculum College, 
Greenville, Tenn., from where he graduated with a B.S. degree 
in 1957. He went on to graduate studies at Springfield College, 
Springfield, Mass. 
In 1958 he accepted an offer from Acadia University of 
Wolfville, Nova Scotia, to become associate professor of 
physical education, assistant athletic director, and head 
basketball coach. At 21, he was the youngest head basketball 
coach in North America at the college level. 
Despite his youth and the multiplicity of his duties, Stu 
Aberdeen blossomed into a skilled technician at the tiny 
Canadian college. In eight years there he posted a record of 
122-50, won the Maritime Conference championship his last 
six years at Acadia, five eastern regional championships, and 
one national championship in four tries. 
He was Canadian National Coach of the Year in 1965, 
Eastern Canadian Coach of the Year in 1961 and 1966, and 
the head coach of the Canadian National Team that toured 
South America to a 17-7 record and competed in the Wodd 
Games, Pan American Games, and the Mexico City Olympics. 
The father of two daughters and one son, Aberdeen leads a 
busy life. He is the author of a "How-To" book about 
basketball, "The Winning Edge." 
"It's been hard work," Stu Aberdeen said at his intro-
ductory Marshall press conference. "Twenty years of hard 
work, waiting for someone to come along and say, Little Man, 
take us where we want to go.' " 
The Marshall faithful, hungering for victory, can hardly 
wait for the trip to begin. They've already been aboard the 
Frank Ellwood Bandwagon, and are enthusiastic about the 
ground covered thus far. 
Unlike newcomer Aberdeen, Frank Ellwood is no longer an 
unknown quantity at Marshall. 
In fewer than three seasons he has guided the Thundering 
Herd from the football abyss to the threshhold of Marshall's 
first winning football season since Charlie Synder's 7-3 club in 
1964. 
Last season, his second, Frank Ellwood missed that long 
awaited "breakthrough," i.e., finishing over .500, by exactly 
ONE game. Yet, the 5-6 record not only produced the most 
victories in a season in 11 years, it was one of Marshall's finest 
in many other ways. 
True, the shocking defeat by Morehead in the opening game 
was later converted to a forfeit Marshall victory when the 
Eagles reported they'd used an ineligible player. But, consider 
the absolutely genuine victory over Mighty Miami of Ohio the 
following week, Fuzzy Filliez's record-breaking NCAA 
consecutive game pass reception streak, the 3-0 record in the 
early weeks of the schedule, the 5-3 record in the ninth week, 
and you get an idea of how competitive The Herd had become. 
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Until the 21-16 upset over Miami, Marshall hadn't beaten 
the Redskins in 37 years. All The Herd had to show was a 
measly 14-14 tie in the 1963 season. In between, Miami had 
strung together seven and 12 game winning streaks against 
Marshall. 
But, arr that changed when Ellwood's fired-up club spotted 
Miami a quick, 6-0, lead and stormed back to a 21-9 advantage 
with TWO seconds remaining. A freak pass completion-fumble 
recovery on the last play of the game shortened the final 
margin. 
Otherwise, call it a rout. 
Filliez, a curly-haired 5-11 senior from New Martinsville, 
caught at least one pass in every game to extend his 
consecutive game streak to 42, a new major college record. In 
the fourth game of the season, playing against Central 
Michigan, Filliez tied the old record of 35 held by Johnny 
Rodgers of Nebraska. 
Unlike Rodgers, Filliez played with a struggling team for 
most of his four years at Marshall and with a variety of 
quarterbacks. He finished the season with 40 receptions for 
488 yards and four touchdowns. His 168 career receptions 
placed him No. 8 on the all-time major college lists, and 
totaled 1,954 yards and 14 touchdowns. 
When Marshall defeated Illinois State at Normal, Ill., a week 
after upsetting Miami, The Herd had gotten off to its best start 
in 11 seasons. By the time Ellwood's kids had upped the mark 
to 5-3 with three weeks left, researchers had to go back to 
1964 to find anything comparable. 
Injuries, and sheer weight of enemy numbers, finally wore 
down The Herd in successive losses to Villanova, Toledo, and 
Southern Illinois. But, with his finest crop of freshman recruits 
due on campus next September, plus the eligibility of Claude 
Geiger, the Southern Conference is bracing itself-for Frank 
Ellwood is quietly predicting a challenge for the Southern 
Conference championship in I 977, Marshall's first in the 
storied old league. 
The Herd's sudden resurgence under Ellwood may have 
surprised Marshall's opponents last year, but not those people 
in football who know Frank Ellwood best. 
Woody Hayes, who had Frank both as a quarterback and 
defensive backfield coach at Ohio State calls him "one of the 
most intelligent football minds in the country.'' 
Ben Martin of the Air Force Academy, who had him as a 
freshman coach and then promoted him to offensive 
coordinator, described Frank Ellwood as "a high caliber 
individual who'd succeed in whatever field he chose." 
Athletic officials at Ohio University, where he served for 10 
seasons, expressed regrets when he left for Marshall. 
OU Head Coach Bill Hess, who coached Ellwood as a 
freshman in Ohio State in 1953, called him "the greatest 
person I've ever worked with in football. When he was in 
charge of our offense, we had one of the best offenses in the 
country. When he was in charge of our defense, we had one of 
the best defensive teams in the Mid-American Conference." 
Bill Rohr, the OU athletic director, said, "Frank has proven 
himself both as an offensive coach and defensive coach here. 
He will surround himself with excellent people and I feel that 
he will be a top head coach." 
McMullen, who conducted the search for Ellwood under 
President Robert B. Hayes' quiet "quarterbacking" as he and 
Dr. Jones later would do for Stu Aberdeen, said he topped a 
list of more than I 00 prospects. Besides Hayes, Martin, Hess 
and Rohr, Bo Schembechler, head coach at Michigan, offered a 
positive recommendation. 
"Frank worked with all of these men," McMullen said at 
the time of his hiring. "They rank among the best in the 
football coaching field. We believe that his knowledge, along 
with his ability to recruit, will be translated into football 
victories for Marshall." 
Named Jack Lengyel's successor on December 30, 1974, 
Ellwood proceeded to hire a completely new staff of 
assistants. Three-Bob Brown, Carlin Carpenter and Bill 
Lee Bernard Photo 
.. 
Basketball coach "Stu" Aberdeen poses at John Marshall bust 
in front of Old Main. Aberdeen said his head coaching position 
at MU is the culmination of "20 years of hard work, waiting 
fo r someone to come along and say 'Little Man, take us 
where we want to go!" 
Gary-had Ohio University ties. Don Arthur was brought in 
from East Bank High School in West Virginia, Arnold Jeter 
from Delaware State where he'd been head coach, and Lee 
Thompson from Albion College (Mich.) where he'd been an 
assistant coach. All have remained, giving the football staff a 
continuity unknown at Marshall for decades. 
Though his first Marshall team won only two of its 11 
games, Ellwood did construct a solid foundation on which to 
build his program. This was reflected in his second season 
when an almost complete turnabout was effected. Except for 
the Miami (0-50), McNeese State (0-33) and Central Michigan 
(0-34) games, the '75 Herd was competitive. 
A native of Dover, Ohio, Frank Ellwood played three years 
of varsity football at Ohio State in 1954-55-56. He was on the 
Buckeyes' 1955 Rose Bowl champions, and quarterbacked the 
1955-56 teams. He was a co-captain in his senior year. 
As a Buckeye quarterback he helped to achieve a record 17 
consecutive Big Ten victories, while playing in the 19 55 
backfield with Heisman Trophy winner Howard (Hopalong) 
Cassady. 
Before his college days were over, Ellwood had made both 
the All-American Academic Team and the All Big Ten 
Academic Team. He earned his B.S. degree in education, 
graduating cum laude from Ohio State. Later he earned his 
Masters degree with a major in education administration. 
He began his coaching career at Dover High, his alma mater, 
as an assistant football and basketball coach before moving 
into college coaching where he's been ever since. 
In one of his earliest public appearances after accepting the 
Marshall position, Frank Ellwood set the tone for his program, 
9ne deliberately designed to make a complete break with 
Marshall's bleak football past. 
"You've got to overcome that loser psychology, that's your 
toughest job," he told a Huntington chapter of the National 
Alliance for Businessmen. 
"That's the thing you have to destroy. It's not good enough 
when you look good. You've got to win. I'll get my chance at 
Marshall to prove I'm right. Out of every I 00 people, I 0 are 
winners, I 0 are losers, and 80 are shruggers. We must take 
them, motivate them, and get them on the winning side." 
At his first press cooference, he elucidated further. 
"The last contact I had with the Marshall program was last 
November ('74) when Ohio beat Marshall, 35-0. The thing I 
noticed then was a lack of morale, though I knew all the 
injuries probably had something to do with that. 
"In the past I was always impressed with the tremendous 
spirit of the Marshall teams. We had some good teams at OU, 
but despite the record we always went into the Marshall game 
cautious." 
Mrs. Pat Ellwood, Frank's boyhood sweetheart and the 
mother of their three children, offered another insight into the 
head coach in her first newspaper interview. 
"When Frank was younger," she said, "he'd never come 
home and act like a monster after he lost a game. But, he hates 
to lose, and sometimes I think I'm just as bad as he is. There 
aren't any good losers in this family." 
Away from the field Frank Ellwood, like Stu Aberdeen, is a 
homebody. Frank does play an occasional round of golf, 
refusing to divulge his scores most of the time. Aberdeen has 
no sports for hobbies. 
"I like to be out in the yard puttering around most of the 
tttne," Frank said. "My Dad was a bricklayer, so I do some of 
my own construction work. But, that's about it." 
"I have a very understanding wife and very understanding 
children," Stu said. "They have to be to put up with me when 
I'm home. I guess I'm just a restless guy who can't wait for the 
next game to start." 
Re-.ently Dr. Hayes commented on his two head coaches. 
"We're fortunate to have two men of such high caliber," he 
said. "That may sound trite, but it happens to be true. They 
fit in perfectly with our concept of Marshall University-a 
school on the move to total excellence." 
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Big Green Scholarship Foundation officers are, from left, President Jack Elliott, 
President-Elect Joe Hunnicutt, Vice President Carl Callaway and Chairman 
of the Board Harry Wolfe. 
!Jill (jrccn Jlclps Jlcrd r1t11ndcr 
By RICK McCANN 
The Herd thunders better because of funds raised through 
the support of Big Green. 
Without the Big Green Scholarship Foundation and its 
contributors, the pursuit of excellence in athletics at Marshall 
University would be severely hampered. 
The Foundation, until recently known as the Big Green 
Club, is a broadly supported grant-in-aid fund' which helps 
qualified student athletes with their tuition, fees, room, board 
and book expense, while also providing funding for staff 
travel, scouting and recruiting expenses. 
The Big Green meets all NCAA regulations pertaining to 
financial help for athletics, and is the only authorized solicita-
tion of funds to help the athletic program at Marshall. 
The costs of maintaining and improving a high caliber 
athletic program are increasing continually. Expansion of fue 
Big Green Scholarship Foundation is of paramount importance 
each year in order to provide a grant-in-aid program com-
parable to those universities with which Marshall competes. 
The importance of increased Big Green dollars is stressed 
by the recent announcement that the university is looking for 
a person to work full time raising money to fund athletic 
scholarships and recruiting expense. 
This executive director of the Scholarship Foundation will 
be responsible to the director of athletics for the organization 
of, coordination of and solicitation of funds. 
Director of Athletics Joe McMullen said the Big Green will 
raise approximately $170,000 this year, but adds, ''The 
figure will be significantly more with a full-time fund raiser." 
Through 1970, the top amount raised in a single year was 
approximately $100,000. For the last six years, the fund has 
averaged $160,000. 
McMullen said he believes this is an important time for 
Marshall to improve its fund-raising efforts. With entry into 
the Southern Conference and with the West Virginia Basket-
ball Classic and MU's new arena just ahead, Marshall has many 
positives to sell. 
Every other Southern Conference school has people 
working full time to generate funds to support and enrich 
the efforts of their athletic programs, McMullen said. Marshall 
is the only school in the conference without a full-time fund 
raiser, and has raised as much money as those in the middle of 
the group. The need for a full-time fund raiser has been 
recognized by the department and university for some time, 
but an appropriate and effective time for adding the individual 
was not apparent until now. 
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A steering committee picked this winter to recommend a 
more effective structure for the Big Green included Joe 
Hunnicutt (chairman), Jack Elliott, Greg McNeer, Carl 
Callaway, Harry Wolfe, and Jim Lawrence, along with 
McMullen and Dave Reed who served as resource persons for 
the committee. 
In his presentation of the steering committee's ideas to a 
board of director's meeting, Hunnicutt stated the objective. 
"Our (the Big Green Scholarship Foundation) purpose con-
tinues the same-to raise scholarship funds for recruiting and 
aiding q~ality student athletes, and the promotion of quality 
athletics at Marshall University in compliance with rules and 
. regulations of the NCAA, AIAW, Southeri:i Conference a~d 
Marshall University." · 
The objective was written into the revised by-laws of the 
organization ·and Hunnicutt added, "Everything we do has to 
fit into the categories and purposes mentioned." 
Leadership was another topic considered by the steering 
committee. Hunnicutt said the group decided on six officers-
four elected each year by the Board of Directors and two 
ex-officio officers to serve as secretary and treasurer. Members 
chosen as the first officers of the Big Green Scholarship 
Foundation are. Harry Wolfe, chairman of the board, who will 
be responsible for long-range planning; Jack Elliott, president, 
who will be the foundation's chief executive; Joe Hunnicutt, 
president-elect, who will deal with fund-raising, and Carl 
Callaway, vice president, who will conduct all programs. 
The secretary's position will continue to be filled by the 
director of athletics at Marshall, while the treasurer will con-
tinue to be MU's vice president for financial affairs. 
Three permanent committees (3-5 members each) have 
been established to aid the Big Green's all-around efforts to 
support Thundering Herd athletics. These committees are: 
Recruiting Support-work under the direction of head coaches 
and help set up types of recruiting support necessary; Public 
Relations-work with news media and the public to develop 
better relations and coordination with fund raising and other 
activities; and Promotions-work with season ticket sales, 
individual game promotion, social activities for the attraction 
of the public to athletic contests. 
President Elliot said he is pleased with the recent develop-
ments within the Big Green organization. "The reorganization 
was long overdue. It makes us a more efficient organization 
and gives us a more definite definition of our goals. 
"I'm looking forward to alumni and friends giving us their 
whole-hearted support," he added. 
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WHAT IS THE BIG GREEN SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION? 
The Big Green Scholarship Foundation is the only authorized solicitation of funds to help 
the athletic program of Marshall University. Gifts may be made through the Marshall 
Foundation, Inc. if specifically earmarked to the Big Green Scholarship Foundation. 
HOW ARE THE FUNDS USED? 
All contributions to the Big Green Scholarship Foundation are used to support the grant-in-
aid program which helps qualified student-athletes at Marshall University with their tuition, 
fees, room, board and book expenses and also provides funding for staff travel, scouting and 
recruiting expenses. 
Growth of the Big Green Scholarship Foundation is of a paramount importance each year 
in order to provide a grant-in-aid program comparable to other universities in the Southern 
Conference. Full aid for one student-athlete runs an average of $2,800.00 a year. (Some 15 
Hall of Fame members now contribute a full aid per year). 
HOW CAN I JOIN? 
Big Green is easy to join. By contributing $10 or more , you become a member. Just 
complete the coupon below, make your check payable to the Big Green Scholarship 
Foundation and mail to: 
BIG GREEN SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION 
P. 0. Box 1360 
Huntington, WV 25715 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CALL (304) 696-3190 
1977-78 BIG GREEN SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION CONTRIBUTION FORM 
Address _______________ _ 
City-----------------
State ------------=Z~i :...----
Company ______________ _ 
(If to be plac~ in company name) 
- . 
Enclosed is a contribution in the amount of ..... $.__ __ _ 
Please send me additional information on the following: 
Program Advertising 0 
Big Green Scholarship Foundation 0 
The Thundering Herd Prints O 
Date Signature 
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TAILBACKS MIKE BAILEY AND CLAUDE GEIGER EXPECTED TO ADD YARDS TO HERD OFFENSE 
£ppfl Ott!, 
, 
SP11tltcr11 · ,eP11/crc11ec, 
Herc ePmcs C:ltc Herd! 
BY MIKE BROWN 
Sports Editor, The Herald-Dispatch 
Despite their obvious differences in physical build, 
appearance and style, Frank Ellwood and Stu Aberdeen share 
a common objective. They are the men to whom Marshall 
University has entrusted the task of putting thunder back into 
the Thundering Herd. 
Can they do it? 
Can Ellwood turn around a football program that has had 
only two winning seasons in the past 20 years and only five in 
the last 30? 
Can Aberdeen restore Marshall to the prominence it 
enjoyed in basketball-a prominence that six years ago saw The 
Herd finish the season as the nation's eighth-ranked team, 
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earning an NCAA tournament berth in the process, and follow 
that with an NIT invitation the following year? 
Those questions, of course, will be answered this fall and 
winter on the playing fields of the Southern Conference, a 
league which Marshall joined on May 14, 197 6, when it was 
admitted without a dissenting vote and ruled eligible 
immediately for conference championships. 
Due to scheduling difficulties The Herd football and 
basketball teams were unable to compete for the 
championships in their respective sports last fall and winter, 
but both will be eligible beginning this fall. 
And, both Ellwood and Aberdeen looked for immediate 
success, if not league championships then at least roles as 
strong contenders. 
Their apparent differences aside, both Ellwood and 
Aberdeen are cut from the same mold. 
Both came to Marshall from programs that had been highly 
successful over the years and where they were regarded as the 
heir apparent to the head coach-Ellwood at Ohio University 
where he was Bill Hess' top aide and Aberdeen from Tennessee 
where he had the title of associate head coach under Ray 
Mears. 
The two know what it takes to win and have made that 
personal commitment to excellence. Losing and negative 
thinking are regarded as a cancer to be dealt with. accordingly. 
Therefore, it isn't surprising to hear both men emphatically 
state they think their teams will be strong contenders to win 
Southern Conference championships. 
However, this isn't idle conversation. Both are willing to 
back up their statements. 
"Win a championship? I don't think it's unrealistic at all," 
said Ellwood who is entering his third season as head coach of 
the Thundering Herd. 
"I'm optimistic because of what I know about our team," 
he said. "We're going to be considerably better because we 
have more talent, we'll have more depth and better players and 
I assume my coaching staff and myself will do a better job 
each year. 
"I think from that standpoint alone we're going to be right 
in the thick of the race," Ellwood continued. "And, I feel very 
confident that our football players can play with almost 
anybody. 
"I still don't think we're strong enough to measure up to 
the major, major Division I teams all the way, but we're 
getting close to where we think we should be." 
Marshall had only 11 seniors on last year's team which 
posted five wins, the most since 1965, and of that group only 
three-wide receiver Fuzzy Filliez, defensive tackle Wayne 
Sparks and linebacker Bill Yanossy--were starting at the end of 
the season. 
Heading the returnees offensively are tailback Mike Bailey 
who rushed for 605 yards as a sophomore, quarterback Bud 
Nelson who passed for 991 and ran for another 288 and wide 
Linebacker Andy Kern speeds 
through drills at Fairfield Stadium 
as Marshall's football team prepares 
for competition in the Southern 
Conference. 
receiver Ray Crisp who caught 28 passes for 398 yards. Nelson 
and Crisp also were sophomores. 
In addition, Ellwood will have at his disposal one of the 
most exciting backs to don a Marshall uniform in several years. 
Junior tailback Claude Geiger of East Bank, W. Va., will be 
eligible this fall after transferring from Michigan State. 
Both Geiger and Bailey enjoyed sensational spring practices 
and Ellwood ended spring drills with a somewhat redesigned 
offense which would permit both speedsters to be in the 
backfield at the same time. 
Also returning in the backfield is fullback J.C. Felton, a 
bone-crushing blocker who picked up 268 yards on only 71 
carries last fall. Add a more experienced offensive line and you 
can see where Ellwood gets some of his optimism. 
"The most improved part of our football will be our 
offensive rushing," said Ellwood. "We spent considerable time 
on it in the spring and I think there are a couple of reasons 
why we'll be better. 
"Number One," he continued, "is we have experience 
returning all the way across the front. Add to that Bailey, 
Geiger and Felton as experienced backs and improved football 
players. This makes me think we've got three backs that can 
match up with anyone." 
However, it will be a "young" offensive unit with Steve 
Williams, a possible starter at tight end, as the only senior that 
might crack the lineup. But, this doesn't deter the coach's 
thinking. 
"When I say we have more experience across the front I'm 
talking about guards, tackles and at center," Ellwood said. 
"We've got good size and most of these kids still will be 
sophomores and I guess you can say they'll still be 'young.' 
.But, they've had playing experience.'' 
Greg Smith at center, Howie Harris at tackle, Matt Gaines 
and Sylvester Drobney at the guards and tight end Mike Natale 
all lettered last fall. Natale is the smallest of the lot at 6-2, 
220. All will be sophomores this fall. 
(Continued on next page) 
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Two other of the Herd's top offensive linemen are juniors 
Mike Kesling and Dan Wells, both of whom started as 
sophomores last year at tackle and guard, respectively. They 
also lettered as freshmen. 
"We've got the experience up front and that's where it 
starts," Ellwood noted. "I make no bones about it. Almost 
any back can run if he's got the holes." 
Nelson will be returning for his third season as a starter at 
quarterback and the 6-foot-l, 188-pound Mobile, Ala., junior 
is closing in on nearly all of the school's total offense recelfds. 
He has 2,638 yards total offense, third behind Reggie Oliver 
(3, I 00) and Ted Shoe bridge (2 ,8 70). He needs one touchdown 
pass to equal Shoebridge's school mark of 16, his 148 
completions rank him fourth as do his 317 passes and 1,963 
yards rushing. His career completion percentage of 46. 7 is 
second only to Bob Harris' 46.9. 
"Bud has more experience and we've changed our offense 
slightly to put less pressure on him," Ellwood said. "There 
won't be as much pressure on the shoulders of our quarterback 
to gain the yardage that we've had to get." 
And, there will be tremendous speed on the offensive unit. 
Geiger, Bailey, sophomore tailback-wide receiver Manuel 
Glason and sophomore flanker Jeff Rutherford of Wayne, W. 
Va., a transfer from West Virginia University, all have been 
clocked under I 0 seconds in the I 00-yard dash in track. Crisp 
is another who has blazing speed. 
Ellwood is hopeful the running game will be improved to 
the point it will be able to help a defense which was an area of 
prime concern in spring practice. 
"Hopefully with an improved rush offense we'll be able to 
control the game a little more offensively," he said. "Our 
defense has played pretty well the last two years. But they've 
had some unusual stress on them because of the mistakes the 
offense made and due to the fact we could not control the 
football game on the line of scrimmage. 
· "Our defense would do a good job, go off the field and 
suddenly it would have to go right back onto the field. You 
can win football games like that, but not many." 
Defensively, Ellwood said the biggest area of concern is th~ 
secondary and linebacking corps. Another concern is find~g a 
replacement for graduated defensive tackle Wayne Sparks who 
was a tremendous leader and, at 6-foot-3, 245 pounds, 
probably Marshall's best overall football player last fall. 
"I think we have two decent down (tackles) men in Brian 
Hite and Joe Brison-not great, but pretty good," said 
Ellwood. "I think we're critically short in our defense from a 
depth standpoint. We're going to have to get early help and 
good help from our freshman class in those areas." 
Like the offense, the defense will be comparatively young 
in terms of class structure. However, it will have the luxury of 
three seasoned seniors as starters. 
Ken Lawson and Bobby Coleman will man the comerback 
positions and Ed McTaggart will be linebacker. All are capable 
of playing well and Coleman, who came to Marshall as a 
walk-on from Huntington East High School, should provide 
excellent leadership. 
Ellwood termed the 28-man incoming freshman group as 
"the best class we've recruited yet," but was, naturally, 
reluctant to discuss them for the simple reason they've yet to 
prove themselves on the field. 
However, there's no denying the capabilities of some of the 
recruits. Tom Fouchey (5-10, 175) from Cincinnati Reading 
was Class AA Back-of-the-Year in Ohio, Derry! Strong, a 6-2, 
210-pound linebacker from Akron, Ohio, was heavily 
recruited, as were 6-4, 255-pound defensive tackle Joe Fralic 
of Penn Hills, Pa., and Eric Johnson, a 6-1, 215-pound middle 
guard from Clairton, Pa. 
Johnson was actively recruited by Pitt and West Virginia, 
Fralic listed South Carolina and Clemson among his top 
choices and Strong was sought by Nebraska and Syracuse. 
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Fouchey was high on nearly everyone's list, including LSU's. 
"These were all bonafide efforts, not dreams that some 
young man came up with," said Ellwood. "When you get those 
kinds of football players you've got yourself major college 
material." 
All of this, Ellwood believes, is enough to establish Marshall 
as a team to be reckoned with in the Southern Conference 
football race. However, he is not going into the league thinking 
it's a leadpipe cinch. 
"I'm not really that familiar with the league," he said, "but 
we've done some film reviews this winter on Southern 
Conference football and I was impressed with what I saw. 
"Most of our study has been done by comparative 
scores-Chattanooga, for example, beating Bowling Green by 
four touchdowns last year and at the time Bowling Green was 
in the thick of the Mid-American Conference fight." 
Ellwood said he also saw the East Carolina-Appalachian 
State game and noted, "That's pretty good football, believe 
me. 
"I don't believe there was a team in the Southern 
Conference that had a losing record last year," he pointed out. 
"If I'm not mistaken VMI was 5-5-1. I'm discounting Davidson 
because it's not Division I." 
Unlike Ellwood, Aberdeen is new on the job, having been 
hired to succeed Bob Daniels on March 17. 
A man of unflagging energy, Aberdeen was seldom seen in 
Huntington his first month on the job as he beat the bushes to 
fill the three scholarships he had available for next winter's 
basketball team. 
With 12 players returning from this year's team which 
posted an 8-19 record against one of the toughest schedules in 
the country-I 0 Marshall opponents earned post-season 
tournament bids-the new Herd coach was restricted by NCAA 
regulations to recruiting only three players. Next season major 
college teams will be permitted to have only 15 basketball 
players on scholarship. 
Aberdeen listed his top priority as landing a point guard 
followed by the recruiting of a big, strong forward who could 
play the high post in his 1-3-1 offense. The third scholarship 
probably would go to a big man. He made it plain he was not 
going to recruit any junior college players, noting, "in my 11 
years at Tennessee we never did go this route." 
Despite this year's record which led to Daniels' resignation 
and his hiring, Aberdeen has high hopes for next season. 
Basing his knowledge of the ability of Herd returnees on 
conversations with Daniels and members of his staff and those 
returning players, the new Herd coach unhesitatingly thinks 
things will be better next year. 
"In order to compete for the Southern Conference 
championship we must play well," he acknowledged, "but I 
think we might have the talent to play competitively right 
away. At least I like to think we do. 
"I think the talent's pretty good. I would like to think we 
could set a realistic goal of competing for championship." 
It's possible lightning could strike twice. Marshall's only 
basketball championship in the Mid-American Conference 
came in 1956, its first year as a member of that league. 
The only player lost from this year's varsity is David Miller 
who was the Herd's second leading scorer with an average of 
15.4 points per game. He also averaged 7.9 rebounds. 
Among the top returnees are 6-4 Greg Young who topped 
the scoring attack at 16.l points per game and was nothing 
short of brilliant on several occasions during the season. He is 
probably the Herd's best overall player. 
Harley Major, a 6-7 senior, averaged 15 points and 9.1 
rebounds per game and Charlie Novak was a fourth player in 
double figures at 10.9. Add to those 6-10 Danny Hall, 6-2 
point guard Bunny Gibson and 6-3 sophomore Barry Hamler 
and you have the makings of an excellent team if everything 
meshes properly. 
Hamler, in particular, could develop into one of Marshall's 
finest players. As a freshman he averaged 7 .3 points per game 
Offensive Tackle Jerry Kline, No. 32, leads the way as 
Thundering Herd team members train for what Coach Frank 
Ellwood thinks is a realistic try for the Southern Conference 
championship. 
as a spot performer early in the year. However, the Big Stone 
Gap, Va., youngster with all the moves played in only eight 
games before being sidelined for the season with a broken 
foot. 
Hall was a transfer from Kentucky who became eligible at 
mid-year. He never really got into the swing of things although 
he played well at times. A full season will be a benefit to both 
Hall and the Herd. Gibson shot 60.5 per cent from the floor 
and was the Herd's most improved player. 
Mike Marz played in 27 games and the 6-9 senior will 
provide capable relief help up front for anyone needing a 
breather. Ditto for sophomore point guard Pat Burtis who 
performed in 23 games. 
If Aberdeen recruits as well as he did at Tennessee, he could 
have the Herd back in business in a hurry. 
"I'm familiar with the Southern Conference only to the 
extent that I've seen some of the teams play," said Aberdeen. 
"I know many of the coaches in the conference, but the only 
Southern Conference school we competed against when I was 
at Tennessee was Virginia Military Institute." 
The VMI Keydets won the conference title and went to the 
NCAA Eastern Regional the past two years and figure to be 
strong again next year. 
Four other teams also should provide formidable 
opposition for league honors. Appalachian State was 17-12 
this year, losing to VMI 69-67 in overtime in the title game of 
the post-season tournament. Furman was 18-l 0, Tennessee-
Chattanooga was 29-5, winning the NCAA Division II national 
championship in the process, and Davidson was a deceptive 
5-22. 
"When you think of Davidson you think of its glory years 
back when it had Lefty Driesell," Aberdeen noted. "Now they 
have a very aggressive and energetic new coach in Dave 
Pritchett who came from Coach Driesell's staff at Maryland." 
Davidson had one of the top players in the league this year 
in John Gerdy and the school's administration has given 
Pritchett an open checkbook as far as rebuilding the basketball 
program to its once lofty status. 
Bobby Cremins, the head coach at Appalachian State, 
Aberdeen knows well. 
"I had him in my camps when he was a teen-ager," 
Al)erdeen recalled. "We (Tennessee) played against the South 
.Carolina team he captained that was ranked No. l in the 
country and favored to take it all. Fortunately, we beat them 
at their place. 
"The University of Chattanooga, being part of the 
University of Tennessee system, I'm quite familiar with," 
Aberdeen added. "I know many of the administrators there 
and have great respect for their program and the job they're 
doing." 
And that, Aberdeen said, is about all he knows of the 
Southern Conference. There is one thing, though, he dislikes 
about the SC and that is the post-season tournament concept 
to determine the league's NCAA representative. 
"I always voted against the tournament in the Southeastern 
Conference simply because I don't want to have to win it 
twice," he said. "I have got to think that eventually our goals 
are going to take us to the top of the conference. 
"I'd rather be there and contending for the championship 
than feeling that 'Well, we probably aren't going to be good 
enough to win the championship so this will be able to keep 
the interest up of the kids and appease them and perhaps 
appease the fans.' I can't live in that concept so I'd rather not 
have a tournament to win it twice." 
While acknowledging he has not had the opportunity to 
determine just how good the Herd's returning players are, 
Aberdeen did say he had been helped greatly by Daniels and 
his assistant coaches, Bill Robinette and Jim Simmons, and 
part-time assistant coach C. J. Woolum. 
"I sat down with Coach Daniels' staff and outlined how we 
wanted to play," he explained, "and within the framework of 
that and what kind of player we would like at each position 
we·'tletermined our recruiting needs. 
"When we did that there were some obvious strengths and 
there were some places where we were not very strong.'' 
Some of the strengths are obvious-at times last year 
Marshall was an outstanding team offensively. The Herd 
averaged 81 points per game and either matched or exceeded 
that figure 14 times. 
Four players averaged in double figures and two others 
were just under l 0. As a team Marshall shot a school record 
47 .6 per cent from the field and a fine 74. l at the foul line. 
(Continued on next page) 
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However, it was inconsistent offensively and it was this 
inconsistency along with averaging approximately 20 turnovers 
per game and playing poor defense that proved fatal. 
At Tennessee, Aberdeen coached the defense and the Vols 
were annually one of the top defensive teams in the SEC and 
the nation. If he can cure the defensive woes and get th~ 
offense running on all cylinders Marshall could have a fine 
season in its initial year in the Southern Conference. 
And, should he recruit the caliber of players he desires 
things could be even better. Recruiting is one of Aberdeen's 
strong points and he headed a Tennessee recruiting program 
that could serve as a model for the country. 
The Tennessee connection is proving helpful as Aberdeen 
goes about his appointed rounds. 
"Many of the young people with whom I'm dealing I've had 
former knowledge of or I might have been in their home or 
had them in camp so they know me as Stu Aberdeen," he said. 
"That helps when you know the people you're recruiting and 
they know you. 
"It doesn't make any difference who you are as long as 
there's some familiarity with the people," he further 
explained. "I think next year it (being at Marshall) will make a 
difference." 
Also, Aberdeen said, he is "sort of flying by the seat of my 
pants now," because of a lack of visual aids and sales 
tools-which he said his Herd staff would have eventually-that 
he can use to tell "the Marshall story in a way which will help 
them (recruits) to know Marshall better than some other 
school." 
"Many times at Tennessee we had to recruit far afield and if 
you looked at our roster we didn't have too many players 
from the state of Tennessee," he continued, "nor did we have 
too many from states that abutted the state of Tennessee. 
"We had to go into Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania, 
New York and New Jersey. Many times we were walking in 
there without a complete knowledge on their part of the 
University of Tennessee." 
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Aberdeen is enthusiastic about the product he's selling, 
citing Marshall's long basketball tradition, one, he said, that 
outdates even Tennessee's tradition in basketball. 
"There are a great many things to sell here at Marshall," he 
observed. "There are a great many strengths and most of all 
where we're going to beat a lot of schools is because of the 
kind of people right here in Huntington. 
"These kids are going to fall in love with the townspeople 
and you can't duplicate this warmth with too many people in 
too many other communities." 
Both Ellwood and Aberdeen are sold on the total 
commitment of support from the administration and believe a 
great deal of their success can be attributed to this 
commitment to excellence. 
"Everything stems from the top and the leadership of the 
man charged with the responsibility of directing the ship as it 
were," said Aberdeen, "and that's Dr. Robert B. Hayes. 
"He has a great dream and great vision and he's a man of 
action and he wants to achieve. He knows no man does it by 
himself ... he knows you've got to have help from so many 
different people in so many different areas. Dr. Hayes has this 
capacity and so does Joe McMullen." 
That is why, Aberdeen added, that Marshall's non-revenue 
sports, the football program and, "hopefully our basketball 
program" will go in the direction "we want it to go because 
hopefully we can lead people and help them to understand 
ways in which they can help and make them even prouder of 
their university than they already are." 
Frank Ellwood is a straight from the shoulder, no holds 
barred talking man. Stu Aberdeen is just as forceful and blunt, 
but he speaks more with the fervor of an evangelist. 
Spend some time with them. Listen to them. You'll come 
away convinced that yes, Frank Ellwood can turn the program 
around and that yes, Stu Aberdeen can return the basketball 
program to its former prominence. 
It's enough to make you wish that football and basketball 
season were opening on the same day. 
Look out Southern Conference, here comes The Herd! 
BARNETT BRISBIN CARROLL COOK FEAGANES 
HICKS HOLMES LAWSON O'DONNELL SAUNDERS STOOKE 
Proud eltampions--
){U 's 'Otlter' Atltletes 
By BRENDA ROBERTSON 
College athletics: Football ... cheerleaders ... blue chippers .. . 
popcorn and hotdogs ... basketball . . . glory ... fans ... yells .. . 
groans ... records ... sportswriters ... coaches . . . dreams. 
All are part of the American sports tradition that captures 
the attention of millions every year. 
But they who compete without the huge crowds, the vast 
flow of dollars, the deluge of ink on the sports pages, also 
serve. They work. They sweat. They win. They lose. But they 
compete. They are proud and they are champions. They 
participate in what are known as "non-revenue sports." 
At Marshall University, "athletics" means more than the 
glory that thrills the soul of the Saturday afternoon grand-
stand football fan or the die-hard basketball lover. 
Nearly 200 male and female athletes compete in a vigorous 
non-revenue sports program at Marshall on teams for baseball, 
track, cross county, golf, swimming, tennis, wrestling, volley-
ball and women's basketball. 
Winning and placing in state, regional and conference 
championships is becoming commonplace for the non--revenue 
sports team. 
The women's tennis team, under Coach Joan Brisbin, took 
first place honors in the West Virginia Intercollegiate Athletic 
Association championship this year. The women's volleyball 
team, coached by Linda Holmes, was third in state ranking and 
the women's basketball team, the Green Gals, also finished 
third for the 76-77 season. Coached by Donna Lawson, they 
have usually been first. 
Honors at Marshall are not monopolized by the women. 
Joe Feaganes coached the men's golf team to first place wins 
in the recent MU Invitational Golf Tournament and the 1977 
West Virginia Intercollegiate Tournament. It was considered 
one of the top ten teams in the nation. In 1976 the team 
finished 17th in the NCAA Golf Championship in Albuquerque, 
N .M. One of the team members, Harold Payne, twice was 
named Honorable Mention All-American. Marshall has been 
competing in collegiate golf since the late l 930's and has 
maintained a good golf reputation. 
The cross country team, under Coach Rod O'Donnell 
wh~also coaches track, finished third in the 1976 Southern 
Cqnference Championship. Team member Rick Watts ranked 
eighth individually and was named to the All-Conference 
team. Coach O'Donnell's indoor track team ranked sixth in 
the conference championship this year. 
The men's swim team, coached by" Bob Saunders, won 
second place in the past season's Southern Conference 
Championship and the wrestling team, under Coach Bob 
Barnett, was fifth place winner in the conference ranking. 
Bill Carroll, a former Marshall athlete, coaches the men's 
(Continued on next page) 
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At M arshall University, 11athletics" means more than the glory 
that thrills the soul of the Saturday afternoon grandstand football fan 
or the die-hard basketball lover. 
(Continued from previous [Hlge) 
tennis team which is participating in its first season of 
Southern Conference play. Carroll also is head basketball 
coach at Huntington St. Joseph's High School. 
Women's track was in its first year of competition last fall. 
Two members of Coach Arlene Stooke's team, Stephanie 
Austin and Debbie Hall, qualified for and competed in the 
national championships for the Association of Intercollegiate 
Athletics for Women (AIAW). 
Affiliation with the Southern Conference has been the 
biggest boost in recent years to men's non-revenue team sports 
at Marshall, according to Rick McCann, acting sports informa-
tion director. "For the first time in several years the athletes 
have had the goal of competing for conference championships 
both as teams and as individuals. They have the opportunity 
of honors such as All-Conference teams or being able to lead 
the conference in their particular sport." 
Being able to compete as a conference member has helped 
the non-revenue sports particularly, McCann said, because 
these teams were eligible to compete during the 1976-77 
season as Southern Conference members. The major sports, 
football and basketball, will begin conference competition 
in the 1977-78 season. 
Conference affiliation is a big plus in recruitment and offers 
incoming athletes a road to lead them to a greater chance at 
bids for NCAA championship competition than is possible , 
at an independent school. Weekly statistics of all MU teams 
are turned in from the Sports Information office to Southern 
Conference offices where they are compiled and distributed. 
The 1973 MU baseball team, under veteran coach Jack 
Cook, received a bid to the NCAA tournament, a difficult 
feat for an independent. This spring season was the team's first 
as a Southern Conference member and it was expected to be 
a contender in the conference race. 
Women's sports are not included in the Southern Con-
ference but teams are regulated by their membership in the 
West Virginia Intercollegiate Athletic Association, the Midwest 
Intercollegiate Athletic Association for Women and the 
national Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women. 
The biggest boost in recent years for women's athletic 
programs has been federal legislation (Title IX) providing 
equal athletic opportunities for women, according to Linda 
Holmes, associate athletic director and coach of women's 
volleyball and swimming teams. Each institution receiving 
federal funds was given until 1978 to comply with the 
regulations of the amendment. She explained that each year 
since the signing of the bill, Marshall has made strides toward 
compliance with the regulations. 
On the local level, a positive move affecting women athletes 
came in the fall of 1975 when the men's and women's inter-
collegiate programs at Marshall merged. 
Women athletes now use Gullickson Hall for all competition 
and the Green Gals often appear in a preliminary game to the 
men's varsity basketball games at Memorial Field House. 
Each women's sport has its own equipment and uniforms 
and shares only facilities with the men's teams. 
There are very strict recruiting regulations established by 
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the athletic associations which women's coaches must follow. 
The coach of each team does her own recruiting and receives 
no travel pay or allowance for recruiting trips. 
The stigma of woinen athletes of yesteryear has vanished, 
according to Holmes. Girls are not afraid of the image of 
athletic competition. They see now that they can be trim 
and attractive and achieve a competitive level of competency 
in their chosen sport, she said. 
Women's tennis coach, Joan Brisbin, has seen a drastic 
change in the attitude of the public toward women in sports 
since she was a college student. "Today we are all engaged 
in a push for physical fitness. It is 'right' to be interested 
in physical education and competition. And women are taking 
their place in the professional ranks, lending support to 
student athletes." 
The women's sports program at Marshall currently serves 
about 60 women and 31 of them are receiving some form of 
athletic aid, Holmes said. 
There were six full scholarships available for women 
athletes this year but the staff breaks up the scholarships and 
is therefore able to give financial aid to a larger number of 
girls. Scholarships are available in each sport. The addition of 
more scholarships each year is bringing a rise in the number 
of better athletes choosing to come to Marshall University. 
Holmes believes that the addition of a coach for each sport 
brings strength to the program. There are five women this year 
serving as coaches fop six teams. Three of them have only 
coaching duties and two, Holmes and Dr. Dorothy Hicks, 
women's golf coach, are members of the physical education 
staff and faculty. 
The planned Multi-Purpose Physical Education Facility 
on the Marshall campus will be a dream come true for 
women's and men's non-revenue sports. In addition to being 
able to boast a magnificient arena for the visiting teams, the 
teams will enjoy areas specially designed for competitive 
play and practice in each sport. 
A natatorium will contain an intercollegiate size swimming 
pool and a competition diving pool with seating for 800 
spectators, four additional tennis courts are planned and four 
secondary basketball courts in addition to the main court will 
permit simultaneous games. The wrestling team will be housed 
in its own area with spaces for instruction, practice and 
performance. 
Locker rooms will be furnished for participants in baseball, 
track, cross country, basketball, wrestling, swimming, tennis 
and golf teams as well as for visiting teams, officials, and 
coaches. · ' · 
The overall plan for increasing physical education facilities 
provides for a long needed baseball field as part of the campus 
complex as a home for the Thundering Herd baseball team. 
Considered in top condition now is the existing eight-lane 
all-weather track southeast of Gullickson Hall. Completed in 
early 197 5 at a cost of $250,000, it is Marshall's first 
on-campus track and field facility. The quarter-mile oval 
was built to NCAA standards and provides areas for broad 
jump, high jump, pole vault, shot put, discus and javelin 
throw. It has been the site of numerous intercollegiate track 
neets since its construction. 
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By BOB ADAMS 
Throbbing drums. Cartwheeling cheerleaders. Long-legged, 
dancing majorettes. A roaring crowd. 
All are important elements in the contagious excitement 
which erupts when the Thundering Herd races onto the foot-
ball field or the basketball court. 
Call it spirit. 
W. Richard Lemke and Edward M. Starling know spirit 
and its importance. 
As two of the key figures behind the color and pageantry 
that helps inspire such enthusiasm they believe the mood is 
good and getting better at Marshall University. 
They and their associates are working hard to assure its 
continuance. 
Lemke, director of bands at Marshall, grew up in the 
shadow of Notre Dame University's golden dome and speaks 
of student and alumni ardor and what sustains it with 
knowledgeable confidence. 
As assistant director of athletics Starling saw the gradual 
rebirth of the Marshall spirit after it was almost crushed by 
the Nov. 14, 1 9 70, airplane crash tragedy. 
Lemke and Starling believe Marshall is ex,periencing an 
upsurge in enthusiasm which could reach epic proportions. 
"'Good things are happening," said Lemke, a native of 
Indiana. "In sports, in new buildings and academic programs. 
Students and alumni are responding. The upsurge is positive 
and constructive and I think it will be there for everyone to 
see and experience this fall at Fairfield Stadium." 
"All of our programs are on the way up," Starling said. 
"It's something everyone knows and understands." 
Lemke, former band director at Edinboro (Pa.) State 
College, said the students who make up the 140-member 
Marshall marching band, majorette corps, cheerleaders, 
mascots, and 35-member pep band are the focal point and 
provide much of the color that is the university's spirit. 
"~ last year's football season progressed the response 
from the crowds told us both students and alumni were 
sharing a rekindling of Marshall loyalty," Lemke said. 
He added, "The team was tough and competitive with 
courage and lots of promise and, from what we were told, the 
marching band, majorettes, cheerleaders and 'Marco' and 
'Marsha' mascots also made a good impression. I think 
the whole package will be even more improved and more 
colorful this fall." 
Lemke has the responsibility of appointing the judges 
(Continued on next page) 
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who select majorettes each year. "The judges are fair and 
they grade the young women who try out on the basis of 
appearance and the ability to skillfully perform various 
majorette routines," Lemke said. 
As part of his multi-faceted job at the athletic department, 
Starling, who earned a bachelor's degree from West Virginia 
State and a master's degree from Marshall, selects judges, 
usually from off-campus, who evaluate and choose cheer-
leaders on the basis of skills. 
Starling also interviews student applicants who wish to 
wear the Marco and Marsha buffalo costumes and work with 
the cheerleaders at athletic events. He handles travel arrange-
ments for the Fairfield Stadium appearances of Marco I, the 
buffalo originally purchased as the living Thundering Herd 
mascot by Dr. Pete Proctor and Dr. Ray Hagley, both killed 
in the air crash. 
Marco I is now owned by Camden Park where he resides 
when he isn't attempting to nibble the artificial turf at Fair-
field Stadium. 
'·Marco will make home game appearances this football 
season when the weather is favorable," Starling said. "He 
is nine years old and he doesn't like rain too much." 
Lemke, who earned bachelor's and master's degrees in 
music education from Indiana State University, said he re-
ceived but one negative comment from a Marshall alumnus last 
football season. "He wasn't really upset with the band," 
Lemke said. "He just wanted us to play a few John Phillip 
Sousa marches every now and then. 
"We'll do some old marches this season and we'll do the 
current popular tunes," Lemke said. "Of course, we won't 
omit the traditional Marshall songs. We want to do a variety 
so that both students and alumni will realize this is their 
band." 
Paul M. Jennings, staff arranger for the music department, 
and Lemke select the music for the football season well in 
advance and Jennings begins writing the arrangements early 
in the spring. 
The hard-marching band members and majorettes practice 
both music and maneuvers daily and by kickoff time often 
are as keyed up as the football team. "They'll stand up and 
cheer if we win the coin toss," Lemke said. 
Lemke was a teaching assistant in bands at the University 
of Iowa from 1970 to 1972 when the school's football record 
was dismal. "About the only thing we had to cheer was 
winning the coin toss," he said. 
Jennings believes Marshall's marching band and its 
"snappier looking" royal green uniforms add more than 
visual color to the Marshall football season. "The band 
members really identify with the players," Jennings said. 
"Like the players, they start practicing before school starts 
Marching Band trumpeteer stays ready to 
play "Sons of Marshall" during cold day 
at Fairfield Stadium by wearing gloves and 
keeping vital mouthpiece warm. 
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Marshall cheerleader maintains her place on the sidelines 
to lead Herd faithful in cheers, despite cold autumn rains. 
and they are right down there on the field near them when the 
game begins. They feel they are part of it and they are." 
The university's pep band is composed of volunteers who 
qualify on musical ability, Jennings said. They play at about 
l 0 home basketball games each season and at the qther events. 
The musicians, majorettes, cheerleaders and mascots are 
the vital and visible segment of a frame of mind, a mood, a 
growing loyalty to Marshall that men such as Lemke and 
Starling know as school spirit. 
( 
Modern new Communications Center is one 
of several major improvements planned for 
Fairfield Stadium. 
)tang Vains )lade in 1atilities 
By C. T. MITCHELL 
If all goes well this summer, fans turning out to the 
Thundering Herd's first home football game in Fairfield 
Stadium next fall will be in for a pleasant surprise. 
As of mid-April, Marshall officials were making plans for 
major stadium repairs and renovations-and working with the 
Board of Regents staff to arrange funding. 
The priority project involves refurbishing the stands, where 
concrete risers and steps were crumbling even before last 
winter's devastating freeze. 
Smaller projects involve expanding the band seating area 
on the north end of the field, renovation of the concession 
areas under the west stands and construction of a new ticket 
office on the west side of the stadium, according to Karl J . 
Egnatoff, director of plant operations. The concession areas 
under the east stands were renovated last summer. 
The biggest planned project involves replacing the field's 
AstroTurf. The big green "carpet" is badly worn after several 
years of heavy use, not to mention an act of vandalism a few 
years ago in which a large section was damaged by fire and had 
to be patched . 
This summer's work is a continuation of a program started 
at the turn of the decade to upgrade Fairfield, which at that 
time was an embarrassment to the university and the city. 
The two local agencies then sharing ownership of the 
stadium with Marshall deeded Fairfield to the university, 
making possible use of state funds to improve it. 
The playing field was lowered, several thousand seats were 
added, new locker rooms were built, the field was covered 
with AstroTurf and additional improvements were made. 
Another major improvement was completed last fall when 
the new Communications Center was placed in operation, 
replacing the cramped and crumbling press box which had 
served for so many years. 
With completion of the currently-planned projects, Fair-
field should rank with the most attractive medium-sized 
stadiums in the region. We've come a long way from the days 
when visiting coaches were complaining bitterly about the 
facilities provided their teams. 
Marshall officials are looking forward to the days when all 
17 ,000 Fairfield seats are filled for every home ~game­
consistently. At that point they'll be able to activate some 
plans for increasing the seating capacity. Such plans presently 
are under consideration, but are "on the back burner." The 
university will be ready when the fans are. 
Marshall's pursuit of excellence in athletics and athletic 
facilities extends beyond Fairfield Stadium, of course. Already · 
in operation is the new eight-lane, all-weather track and · 
field complex on the eastern end of the campus, giving 
Marshall one of the best such facilities in the region. A number 
of minor improvements, including better seating, are planned 
for the future, however. 
" The major breakthrough in facilities will come with the new 
Multi-Purpose Physical Education Facility. With luck, it could 
go into operation sometime in 1979 or 1980. 
In addition to a large array of facilities for physical educa-
tion classes, intramural sports and recreation, the structure 
will provide a basketball arena with at least 11,000 spectator 
seats. That will put the Thundering Herd basketball team into 
a first-class "home" for the first time in more years than most 
of us care to recall. 
Another major feature of the building will be the 
natatorium containing an intercollegiate-size swimming pool, 
competition diving pool and seating for 800 spectators. Coach 
Bob Saunders and his swimmers are looking forward to that 
development, it goes without saying. 
Other intercollegiate sports which will benefit greatly from 
the Multi-Purpose Facility complex include gymnastics, 
wrestling, tennis and volleyball. Indoor practice space also will 
be available for the golf team. Total cost of the building is 
expected to be about $18 million and the funding plan was 
approved by the 1977 Legislature. 
Another facet of the consultant's report dealing with the 
Multi-Purpose Facility and approved by the Board of Regents 
will provide a combination intercollegiate baseball field and 
recreation field. The plan calls for purchase of the land south 
of Fifth Avenue, running to Sixth Avenue, between 18th and 
19th streets, for the site of the baseball-recreation field. 
When that project is completed, the usually-excellent 
Thundering Herd baseball team will have its first home in 
many years. The location, adjacent to campus and near the 
dorn}itories, is expected to increase baseball attendance 
significantly. 
The plan also provides for an additional 1,150 parking 
spaces which would be used for spectators attending arena 
events as well as for student parking when classes are being 
conducted. 
Adding it all up, the decade of the l 970's has seen tre-
mendous strides in Marshall's athletic facilities situation, and 
more lie ahead. 
That makes all the work, the occasional setbacks and the 
controversy worth while. The pursuit of excellence isn't an 
easy path. 
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